In this work, we present a multi-wavelength study of XRF 040912, aimed at measuring its distance scale and the intrinsic burst properties. We performed a detailed spectral and temporal analysis of both the prompt and the afterglow emission and we estimated the distance scale of the likely host galaxy. We then used the currently available sample of XRFs with known distance to discuss the connection between XRFs and classical Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs). We found that the prompt emission properties unambiguously identify this burst as an XRF, with an observed peak energy of E p = 17 ± 13 keV and a burst fluence ratio S 2−30keV /S 30−400keV > 1. A non-fading optical source with R ∼ 24 mag and with an apparently extended morphology is spatially consistent with the X-ray afterglow, likely the host galaxy. XRF 040912 is a very dark burst since no afterglow optical counterpart is detected down to R > 25 mag (3σ limiting magnitude) at 13.6 hours after the burst. The host galaxy spectrum detected from 3800 Å to 10000 Å, shows a single emission line at 9552 Å. The lack of any other strong emission lines blue-ward of the detected one and the absence of the Lyα cut-off down to 3800 Å are consistent with the hypothesis of the [OII] line at redshift z = 1.563 ± 0.001. The intrinsic spectral properties rank this XRF among the soft GRBs in the Received; accepted Abstract. The origin of X-ray Flashes (XRFs) is still a mystery and several models have been proposed. To disentangle among these models, an important observational tool is the measure of the XRF distance scale, so far available only for a few of them.
Introduction
X-ray Flashes (XRFs; Heise et al. 2001; Kippen et al. 2001 ) are extra-galactic transient X-ray sources with spatial distribution, Send offprint requests to: G. Stratta spectral and temporal characteristics similar to long duration Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs). The remarkable property that distinguishes XRFs from GRBs is that their νF ν prompt emission spectrum peaks at energies which are observed to be typically one order of magnitude lower than the observed peak energies of GRBs. XRFs are empirically defined by a greater fluence G. (time integrated flux) in the X-ray band (2-30 keV) than in the gamma-ray band (30-400 keV) . Along with the intermediate class of bursts called X-ray Rich bursts (XRRs), XRFs and GRBs form a continuum in the observed peak energy versus the 2-400 keV fluence plane, defining the well known hardnessintensity relation for which soft bursts are also faint, in the observer reference frame (Barraud et al. 2003 , Sakamoto et al. 2005 . The XRF optical and X-ray afterglow flux distribution at about 0.5 days from the burst trigger is comparable to the one observed for GRB afterglows (D'Alessio et al. 2005) . Despite the lack of any clear evidence of achromatic temporal breaks so far, XRF afterglow temporal decay indices are on average consistent with those commonly observed for GRB and XRR afterglows before or after the temporal break (D'Alessio et al. 2005) .
As soon as they were discovered, XRFs were thought to be high redshift (z > ∼ 5) GRBs, so that their softness and faintness were an effect of the cosmological distance (Heise et al. 2003) . However, the absence of any evidence of time dilation in the temporal properties of XRFs with respect to nearby GRBs motivated other explanations. The origin of XRFs has been explored in the context of the fireball model, where bursts fainter and softer than GRBs can be produced by: i) high baryonloaded fireballs, assuming that both the prompt emission and the afterglow are produced by external shocks ("dirty fireball", e.g. Dermer et al. 1999) ; ii) low-efficiency internal shocks due to low-velocity contrast between the high velocity colliding shells (e.g. Mochkovitch et al. 2004 , Barraud et al. 2005 . Alternatively, it has been proposed that XRFs and GRBs are indeed the same phenomenon. In this case, their diversity is associated to the aperture of the jet opening angle (Jet Variable Opening Angle model) or to the observer viewing angle from the jet axis, for a structured energy density distribution within the jet (Structured Jet model; see Lamb et al. 2005 for a review). In the so-called "off-axis" GRB model, the observer line-of-sight is outside the jet cone. In this case, the prompt emission is detectable only when the relativistic beaming angle is large enough to enter the line-of-sight (e.g. Yamazaki et al. 2002) . Alternatively, an XRF is observed in a sideway vision at the moment when the jet is breaking out from a hot cocoon surrounding the GRB (e.g. Mészáros et al. 2002) .
An important observational tool to disentangle the proposed models is the measure of the distance scale of XRFs and therefore the intrinsic properties of the burst. Among 35 XRFs observed so far (from BeppoSAX and HETE-2 archives, see D'Alessio et al. 2005 and Sakamoto et al. 2005 , and from J. Greiner's web page 1 from September 2003 to August 2006), the ones at known redshift are XRF 020903 at z = 0.2506 ± 0.0003 (Bersier et al. 2006) , XRF 030429 at z = 2.658 ± 0.004 (Jakobsson et al. 2004) , XRF 030528 at z = 0.782 ± 0.001 (Rau et al. 2005) , XRF 040701 at z = 0.2146 (Kelson et al. 2004) , XRF 050416A at z = 0.6528 ± 0.0002 (Soderberg et al. 2006) , XRF 050824 at z = 0.83 (Crew et al. 2005 , Fynbo et al. 2005 and XRF 060218 at z = 0.03342 (Pian et al. 2006) . Recently, GRB 981226, detected with the BeppoSAX satellite, has been reanalyzed by D'Alessio et al. (2005) and clas-1 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/∼jcg/grbgen.html sified as an XRF, at z = 1.11 ± 0.06 (Christensen et al. 2005) . As already pointed out by Rau et al. (2005) , some XRFs (e.g. XRF 030528, XRF 030429) would have been detected as XRR bursts or GRBs if observed in their rest frame, possibly suggesting that some XRFs do not require a different emission model than for GRBs.
In this paper we present and discuss the results obtained from a multi-wavelength analysis of XRF 040912 aimed at measuring its distance scale and the intrinsic burst properties. In §2 we provide a brief review of the follow-up campaign of XRF 040912. In §3 we present the data reduced in this work and the performed analysis. In §4 we present the results obtained from our analysis while in §5 we discuss the dark nature of this burst and we compare the intrinsic properties of XRF 040912 with those observed for other XRFs and GRBs. In §6 we discuss the implications of our observations for the nature of X-ray flashes.
Observations
XRF 040912 was a soft, long burst discovered with the Wide-Field X-Ray Monitor (WXM) and the French Gamma Telescope (FREGATE) on board the High Energy Transient Explorer-2 (HETE-2) on 2004, September 12.592 UT (Butler et al. 2004a (Ogura et al. 2004) with several ground based telescopes but, despite very deep observations, no evidence of a transient source was found. The Chandra Observatory targeted the WXM error-box in two epochs, from 3.32 to 3.57 days and from 8.86 to 9.12 days after the burst (Butler et al. 2004b ). Among 22 X-ray sources found, only one (CXOU J235642.9-005520, hereafter S1) showed a significantly fading behavior. Two R-band observations of the HETE-2 WXM error region were performed in two epochs with the 27 ′ × 27 ′ FOV IMACS camera on the Magellan 6.5m Baade Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory (Butler et al. 2004c) , with 3 × 180 s exposures at 13.57 hours after the burst and 2 × 300 s exposures at 38.65 hours after the burst (mean observing time). From these observations a persistent optical source spatially consistent with the fading X-ray source S1 was found, while an apparently fading optical source was found positionally consistent with the Chandra source CXOU J235656.4-005839 (hereafter S2) that was non-fading in Xrays (Butler et al. 2004c) . Further optical images have been acquired ) starting 7.25 hr after the event with the 4.2m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) equipped with the Prime Focus Camera (PFC) at La Palma (16 ′ × 16' FOV) and 0.5 days after the burst with the Sierra Nevada Observatory (OSN) 1.5m Telescope. Internal comparison performed between a sequence of V-band images, within 7.7 hours and 3.5 days after the burst, did not reveal any variability in the entire HETE-2 error-box .
From the Tautenburg 1.34m Schmidt telescope (TLS) BVR C I C observations were obtained between 5 and 11 hours after the burst. In addition, R C and I C observations and then I C observations were obtained one day later and three days after the burst, respectively (Klose et al. 2004) , with no evidence of transient source. On 2004 Sept. 23.24 UT (10.6 days after the burst), Very Large Array follow-up observations at 8.46 GHz did not reveal any radio counterpart of the X-ray afterglow candidate down to a 3σ limit of 120 µJy (Soderberg et al. 2004 
Data reduction and analysis
Spectra and light curves of the prompt emission were extracted from the HETE-2/WXM (2-25 keV) and HETE-2/FREGATE (6-400 keV) data. The spectral analysis was performed with a joint WXM and FREGATE data fit. The spectra have been integrated over 146.8 s, that is from T 0 − 12.7 s to T 0 + 134.1 s, where T 0 is the HETE-2 trigger time. The joint spectral fits WXM/FREGATE have been performed within the 5-200 keV energy range, using the XSPEC v.11.2.0 software package.
Spectral analysis was performed for each Chandra Target of Opportunity observations (ToO), with integration time of 18.2 ks and 19.5 ks respectively, for the two sources that showed a fading behavior (S1 and S2, see §2). We reprocessed the data using the latest packages available (CIAO v 3.3.0.1 and caldb v 3.2.1) and the standard procedures described on the CIAO webpage.
Astrometry and photometry of the Magellan, TLS, WHT, OSN and VLT/FORS2 images have been performed following standard procedures. Magnitudes have been calibrated against the USNO stars of Henden et al. (2004) . Photometry was performed using the SExtractor software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . In order to check for flux variability, the two epochs Magellan images have been subtracted with the dedicated package ISIS (Alard 2000) . For the CFHT/MEGACAM images, flat-field and bias correction were performed with the Elixir pre-processing tool at the CFHT. Quality assessment of individual and stacked images, astrometric calibration, image recentering and the full stacked process, were performed at the Terapix astronomical data reduction center. Unfortunately, the poor quality of the second CFHT/MEGACAM epoch observations (see §2) prevented us to check for the presence of any supernova component through flux variability. VLT/FORS2 long slit spectroscopy has been performed with 4 × 1100 s exposures using the G150I grism, covering the spectral range of 3500÷10000 Å. Spectra have been reduced by using an automatic pipeline especially developed in the framework of The SuperNova Legacy Survey (Basa et al. in preparation). HETE-2/WXM 2 − 25 143 ± 10 70.0 ± 9.5 HETE-2/FREGATE 6 − 40 127 ± 13 80 ± 5 30 − 400 104 ± 26 53 ± 19 Fig. 1 . The count rate evolution over the time after the trigger of the prompt emission (temporal resolution of 4 s per bin). The two vertical dashed lines mark the temporal interval in which we extracted the energy spectrum of the burst from the WXM and FREGATE data. The dotted line is a fit of the background count rate evolution with time.
Results

Prompt emission
The count rate light curve of the prompt emission of XRF 040912 shows a long and soft burst (Fig. 1) . We computed the burst durations, represented with the T 90 and T 50 parameters, in different energy bands (Tab. 1, quoted errors are at 1σ level). The 5-200 keV burst spectrum is adequately fit by a simple power-law model or by a cut-off power-law model (Tab. 2). The Band model (Band et al. 1993) does not allow to well constrain the parameters. We found a minimum χ 2 by fixing the high energy photon index Γ 2 to −3.0 (Tab. 2). Fixing the low energy photon index Γ 1 to the best fit value obtained from the cut-off power-law model and Γ 2 to the typical value observed for GRBs of −2.3 (Sakamoto et al. 2005) , we obtain a peak energy of E peak = 17±13 keV and X-ray and gamma-ray fluences of S 2−30keV = 9.5 × 10 −7 erg cm −2 and S 30−400keV = 7.4 × 10 −7 Table 2 . Results from WXM (5-25 keV) and FREGATE (7-200 keV) joint spectral analysis. Fig. 2 . X-ray afterglow light curves of a sample of XRFs for which we could trace the decaying behavior (from GCNs), and the two afterglow candidates of XRF 040912 S1 and S2 (see §2). For XRF 050416A, we plot the first measurement and we trace the decay behavior derived by Mangano et al. (2006) . For XRF 050406 we plot the flux at the break and the best fit broken power law derived by Romano et al. (2006) . Other data are from: Campana et al. (2006) erg cm −2 . The low value of the derived peak energy and the fluence ratio S 2−30keV /S 30−400keV > 1 unambiguously identify this burst as an X-ray flash.
Afterglow identification
From refined photometric analysis of the Magellan Telescope images, we find that the fading behavior of the optical source associated with S2 (Butler et al. 2004c , see §2) is not real, being an artifact due to bad calibration that brought to a flux overestimation of this particular source during the first epoch. We further confirm this result also from the TLS R-band observations, from which we detect the source in three epochs (0.270, 0.431 and 1.353 days after the burst event) with flux constant with time. From the Magellan image subtraction, we find no evidence of any residual for both afterglow candidates S1 and S2 down to R > 25.3 mag (3σ limiting magnitude). The afterglow identification is therefore addressed to the X-rays observations.
The Chandra source S1 (see §2) is the only one that showed a statistically significant fading behavior in the X-rays. The extracted 0.2-10.0 keV spectra have been fitted with a simple power-law model plus an absorption component. During the first ToO, the spectral properties of this source show an equivalent neutral hydrogen column density N H consistent with the Galactic value of 3.7 × 10 20 cm −2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990 ), an energy spectral index of α = 1.4 +1.0 −0.9 and a 2-10 keV flux of (7.1 ± 1.5) × 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 . These values are consistent with those estimated for other X-ray afterglows observed at similar epochs (e.g. De Pasquale et al. 2006) . During the second ToO the statistics is too poor to constrain the spectral parameters. Assuming the best fit model found in the first ToO and leaving the normalization free to vary, the 2-10 keV flux is (2.9 ± 1.0) × 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 implies a decay index of δ X = −1.0 ± 0.6 consistent with the previous findings of Ford et al. (2004;  quoted errors are at 90% confidence level).
For the source S2, the spectral model is poorly constrained due to the faintness of this source. Assuming the same spectral parameters derived for S1, we found a flux of (1.3 ± 0.5) × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm −2 and (1.0 ± 0.6) × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm −2 in the first and second ToO respectively. The corresponding decay index is then δ X = −0.3 +1.0 −1.3 (90% confidence level), confirming previous analysis (Ford et al. 2004 ) that classified this source as consistent with being constant in flux with time.
We conclude that, despite the unknown probability of finding a transient source within 7 ′ error region with the observed decay index, since S1 is the only Chandra source among 22 detected in the HETE-2 error-box that shows a statistically significant fading behavior in X-rays and both its spectral and temporal properties are consistent with the typical X-ray afterglows observed at similar epochs (few days after the burst), this source provides convincing evidence to be the X-ray afterglow of XRF 040912.
We find no fading optical counterpart for this source from a set of several optical images taken at different telescopes and at different epochs (see Tab. 3), ranking this burst among the most darkest XRF ever observed (Fig. 5 ).
The likely host galaxy
The non-fading nature of the optical source positionally consistent with the X-ray afterglow candidate and its apparently extended morphology, strongly suggest that this source is the host galaxy of XRF 040912 (Fig. 4) . We computed the chance probability to find a galaxy with R≤ 24.0 mag within the 1 ′′ radius error circle. Following Piro et al. (2002), we found P=1.8 × 10 −2 . This value makes the chance of association unlikely, though not negligible.
The VLT/FORS2 extracted spectrum of this source is well detected between 3800 Å and 10000 Å , implying a robust redshift limit of z < 2.13 from the absence of the Lyα absorption due to the neutral hydrogen present along the line-of-sight. The most statistically significant feature is an emission line at the red edge of the spectrum centered at λ line = 9552 Å , with signal to noise ratio of more than 10 (Fig. 3) . If interpreted as the Hα (λ6563 Å) line redshifted at z = 0.455, then it would be difficult to explain the absence of other emission lines as the [OII] (λ3727 Å) and the [OIII] (λ5007 Å), expected to be observed at 5423 Å and 7285 Å , respectively. Another interpretation, consistent both with the lack of the Lyα cut-off and with the absence of any other strong emission line blue-ward of the de- tected one, is that we are indeed observing the [OII] (λ3727 Å) emission line, redshifted to z = 1.563±0.001. According to this interpretation, we further identify three statistically less significant features as the MgII (λ2798 Å) and the FeII (λ2586 Å) absorption lines and the CIII (λ1909Å) narrow emission line.
In order to estimate the metallicity and the dominant stellar population age, we fitted the spectrum with several template spectra. Templates are from the library of evolutionary stellar population synthesis models GALAXEV based on the isochrone synthesis code of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . Due to the very low signal to noise ratio, we fit mainly the spectral continuum. Doing so, we are only sensitive to the age of the dominant population which fixes the slope and not to the metallicity. By fixing the metallicity to different values, we find that in any case the dominant stellar population age should be less than 0.2 Gyr.
From the [OII] line luminosity, we attempted to estimate the star formation rate (SFR) for this galaxy. We measure the strength of the line by a Gaussian fit performed with the IRAF 2 splot package and we find (0.57 ± 0.04) × 10 −16 erg cm −2 s −1 . Applying the relation from Kennicutt (1998) we find a SFR of (6.3 ± 0.4) M ⊙ yr −1 . An alternative method to measure the SFR is through the UV (1500Å ÷ 2800Å) luminosity (Kennicutt 1998) . The average UV flux of our spectrum is (1.36 ± 0.50) × 10 −19 erg cm −2 s −1 Å −1 from which the inferred SFR is (2.3 ± 0.8) M ⊙ yr −1 . We note that the latter evaluation is more robust than the former one since the UV luminosity is a direct tracer of metallicity. The derived SFR values have not been corrected for a possible local extinction and therefore (2.3 ± 0.8)
should be considered as the lower limit of the real SFR.
Our findings are consistent with the typical SFR range of values (0.7 ÷ 12.7 M ⊙ yr −1 , not corrected for extinction) found for GRBs (Christensen et al. 2004 spectra fitting, a coherent description of a late type galaxy with moderate-high star formation activity is emerging, further strengthening the identification of this galaxy as the host of XRF 040912.
Discussion
A "dark" X-ray flash
The optical flux upper limits of XRF 040912 measured from different telescopes (Tab. 3) are among the faintest ever obtained (Fig.5) , ranking this burst among the "darkest" XRFs (and GRBs, see e.g. Rol et al. 2005) . We note that the Galactic extinction towards this burst is small. Indeed, from Schlegel et al. (1998) , the Galactic reddening is E(B − V) = 0.028. The observed faintness of XRF 040912 cannot be ascribed only to distance since, for example, the more distant XRF 030429 shows a much brighter flux than this case. This suggests an intrinsically faint and/or rapidly fading early afterglow or a highly extinguished line-of-sight. The X-ray afterglow flux is among the faintest ones but still comparable to other XRF X-ray afterglows observed at similar epochs (a few days after the burst event). In particular, both the flux and decay rate are very similar to those observed for the X-ray afterglow of XRF 030723, for which however a bright optical counterpart has been detected ( Fig. 2 and   5 ). A useful piece of information comes from the likely host galaxy of XRF 040912 that shows no evidence of reddening, with a "flat" spectral continuum (Fig. 3) . A possible interpretation of these findings is that the afterglow of this XRF is intrinsically fainter with respect to other XRFs. Another explanation which we cannot exclude is that the optical emission was suppressed by local (host galaxy) dust. The lack of reddening in the host galaxy spectrum may be explained by a localized dusty environment in the vicinity of the XRF, as suggested for GRB 000210, another 'dark' burst with similar characteristics (Gorosabel et al. 2003) . Alternatively, the lack of reddening may be due to a weak wavelength dependence of the dust extinction law, as inferred for some GRBs and for other extragalactic objects such as AGNs (Maiolino et al. 2000 , Stratta et al. 2004b , Chen et al. 2006 ). In the latter case, a high equivalent hydrogen column density is expected from the X-ray data analysis, while we found a value consistent with the Galactic absorption. However, the X-ray data quality is too low to exclude a large hydrogen column density value. A simple exploration of the parameter space, leaving all the model parameters (see §3.
3) free to vary, indicates an extra-galactic absorption upper limit of N H ≤ 7.4×10 22 cm −2 (95% confidence level) assuming a solar abundance and a cold, neutral gas. Therefore, although we cannot exclude the presence of a large amount of neutral hydrogen, we consider that this possibility is not strongly supported by the observations. Fynbo et al. (2004) . We put for XRF 040912 (filled circles) the deepest optical upper limits for the HETE-2/WXM error-box down to which no variable source was found by the Kiso (Ogura et al. 2004) , NOT (Andersen et al. 2004) , TLS (this work) and Blanco (Rest et al. 2004) telescopes and the upper limit found at the position of the X-ray afterglow candidate from residual image obtained from Magellan image subtraction (marked filled circle).
Energetics
The estimation of the distance scale for XRF 040912 allows us to investigate the intrinsic properties of this burst. Correcting the peak energy of the νF ν prompt emission spectrum for the cosmological redshift, we find E peak,i = 44 ± 33 keV, while the total isotropic-equivalent released energy implied from the observed fluence during the prompt emission is E iso = (1.5 ± 0.4) × 10 52 erg. These values are consistent with the E peak,i − E iso relation found to be valid for a large sample of bursts (e.g. Amati et al. 2002) , including GRBs, XRR bursts and XRFs (Fig.6) .
However, the E peak,i and E iso values rank XRF 040912 among the intrinsically soft GRBs rather than among the intrinsic XRFs, as evident in Figure 6 . A similar case was reported by Rau et al. (2005) for XRF 030528 at z = 0.782 that would have been classified as a soft GRB in its rest frame. . The E peak − E iso relation (Amati et al. 2002 , Amati 2006 . The open circles are the GRBs and XRR bursts while filled circles are the observed XRFs so far. The dotted lines are the best fit power law E peak,i = 99 × E 0.49 iso delimitated by a logarithmic deviation of 0.4 (Amati 2006) . The filled triangles are XRF 021104 and XRF 030823 for which the distance scale has been estimated through the pseudo-redshift (Pélangeon et al. 2006) . Two more XRFs with rest frame properties more similar to soft GRBs are XRF 030429 at z = 2.65 and XRF 981226 at z = 1.11, although for the latter, the intrinsic peak energy measure is affected by large uncertainty (D'Alessio et al. 2005 ). In addition, recent studies of XRF 050215B at unknown redshift, have addressed the faintness of its prompt event to a moderate luminosity distance (Levan et al. 2006) . Another intermediate case that would have been classified as an X-ray Rich burst is XRF 050416A at z = 0.65 (Sakamoto et al. 2005) while the only intrinsic XRFs (hereafter i-XRFs) detected so far are XRF 020903 at z = 0.2506 (Sakamoto et al. 2004) and XRF 060218 at z = 0.03342 (Campana et al. 2006) , both with an intrinsic E peak below 10 keV.
Motivated by these findings, we further investigated the intrinsic properties of other XRFs detected by HETE-2 with no measured spectroscopic redshift but for which the pseudoredshift was determined using a distance estimator based on the prompt emission (Atteia 2003 , Pélangeon et al. 2006 . The pseudo-redshifts computed so far have provided redshift estimate within a factor of 2 for tens of bursts (Pélangeon et al. 2006) . Its applicability is reinforced here by XRF 040912, with z p = 2.9 ± 1.6 consistent with the spectroscopic redshift of the host galaxy. Two suitable candidates are XRF 021104 and XRF 030823 (Pélangeon et al. 2006) for which the pseudo-redshifts are z p = 1.2 ± 1.1 and z p = 0.8 ± 0.7, respectively. For XRF 021104 we find E iso = (0.7 ± 0.2) × 10 52 erg and E peak = 60 keV while for XRF 030823 we find E iso = (1.5 ± 0.2) × 10 52 erg and E peak = 53 +11 −9 keV. These values again classify these two bursts among the intrinsic soft GRBs rather than among the i-XRFs (Fig. 6, filled triangles) . We stress that the pseudoredshift is an 'estimator' of the distance scale and this result cannot be certain, although it is still a plausible explanation.
The nature of X-Ray Flashes
These findings point out that the first interpretation of XRFs as high-redshift GRBs is turning out to be correct if XRFs are interpreted as soft GRBs at intermediate redshifts. This is true for all XRFs detected so far, but two. For the two i-XRFs 060218 and 020903 another explanation is required. It is worth noting, however, that both GRBs and i-XRFs nicely satisfy the E peak,i − E iso relation, indicating a possible common origin of the prompt emission mechanism.
We further attempt to extract useful information by comparing the intrinsic properties of XRFs, XRR bursts and GRBs. We compare XRF 040912 with 45 long bursts taken from the burst sample quoted by Amati (2006) , for which good estimates of redshift and observed peak energy were obtained. In particular, we consider the E peak,i value of GRB 031203 as quoted by Amati (2006) , although this value is still uncertain (see also Watson et al. 2006 ). In Figure 7 we plot the intrinsic peak energy as a function of redshift. In this plot, the E peak,i values of XRFs are the natural extension of the E peak,i of GRBs towards soft values, forming a single population of bursts with 20 keV < E peak,i < 2000 keV, where those bursts with observed peak energy below 40 keV are identified as XRFs. Two possible outliers are the two nearby i-XRFs (namely XRF 020903 and XRF 060218). Although at this stage we can not exclude a continuum distribution down to very soft bursts, the gap between the majority of the bursts and these two nearby i-XRFs may possibly indicate a different population of very soft bursts (see also Liang et al. 2006) . A distinct population of soft and subenergetic bursts has been recently proposed by Mazzali et al. (2006) where the diversity from the brighter and harder bursts stems from a lower mass progenitor. This scenario was driven not only by the softness and the faintness of the prompt emission of XRF 020903 and XRF 060218, but also by the peculiar properties of their associated SNe with respect to other GRBSNe. Despite low mass progenitors (20-25 M ⊙ ) possibly being more common than high mass (35-50 M ⊙ ) ones, the softness of their bursts would make their detection more difficult than for the harder bursts due to the spectral coverage presently afforded by the flying high energy satellites. Similar conclusions have been reached by Liang et al. (2006) from GRB luminosity function studies. The i-XRFs segregation is however less evident in the E iso (or L iso ) versus redshift diagram (see e.g. Liang et al. 2006) . Further identifications of i-XRFs will help answer the question of whether the soft peak energy bursts form a distinct population or if they are rather the extension to soft energies of a single phenomenon.
Summary and conclusions
We performed a multi-wavelength analysis of XRF 040912. We find no optical afterglow counterpart. The limiting magnitude, computed from image subtraction, ranks this burst among the 'darkest' ever detected so far, with R > 25.3 mag at 13.6 hours after the burst. Among 22 X-ray sources detected by Chandra in the HETE-2 error-box, only one shows a statistically significant fading behavior with decay rate consistent with the typical values measured for X-ray afterglows at similar epochs (few days after the burst). No evidence of any SN re-brightening has been detected 22.3 days after the burst. The non-fading optical source positionally consistent with the X-ray afterglow candidate, likely the host galaxy, shows a spectrum with a single emission line at 9550 Å. The lack of any other strong emission lines blue-ward of the detected one and the absence of the Lyα cut-off down to 3800 Å are consistent with the hypothesis of the [OII] line at redshift z = 1.563 ± 0.001. The intrinsic spectral properties rank this XRF among the soft GRBs in the E peak,i − E iso diagram. Similar results are obtained for most XRFs at known redshift (or pseudo-redshift), suggesting the existence of two types of XRFs: one type is made by soft GRBs at high (z ∼ 1) redshifts (most XRFs are of this type) and another type (i-XRFs), as XRF 060218 and XRF 020903, that show intrinsic soft properties possibly associated with a different progenitor population. These observations, may call for a new definition of XRFs, which would be restricted to transients with an E peak of a few keV. Such a definition is however beyond the scope of this paper.
